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Kolkata, other than being the place of culture and heritage is the cheapest metro city in India. One
can find affordable places to have breakfast, lunch and dinner and also places to put up. There is
not a single soul who visited Kolkata will deny it to be a charmless place. The place has a charm of
its own including its food, people and culture.

The Bengali food is of much popular among the Indian people and noted for its taste and varieties.
The dishes made in the traditional Bengali homes are ultimate lip smacking delicacies. Any special
dish of Kolkata is sure of comprise a fish item since the people of Kolkata love fishes. The dishes
are quite affordable. The city has two main sections â€“ north and south. North Kolkata is more
traditional in its looks. The houses have conventional art work but not well planned. Compared to
north, the south is better planned and beautiful.

Whether it is north or south, the fact remains same about the dishes. They are delicious and cheap
irrespective of any places of Kolkata. Budget Restaurants in south Kolkata provides Bengali dishes
comprising of all that is cooked in Bengali homes. Other than the mouth watering Bengali dishes,
the restaurants have Chinese, south Indian, continental, Italian dishes. Thereâ€™s no denial of the fact
that Bengalis are big foodie. They just love to hang out at different place and try out different dishes.

The city, Kolkata can be called foodieâ€™s heaven. From roadside chats to 5 star restaurants, the taste
of the delicacies is sure not to disappoint people. Good food is one of the key factors of having good
humour. It is often noticed people with pleasant attitude loves to eat. The Bengali food is popular
both in Kolkata and outside the city. The city has a good number of affordable restaurants that has
varieties of food items.

The caterers in Kolkata are also renowned for their food. They provide good services to wedding,
private parties, seminars, anniversaries, corporate parties etc. The caterers are expert in cooking
both Indian and European dishes according to your requirement. The customers are always
satisfied with the services offered by the caterers. If you are in West Bengal and not having Bengali
dishes, you are truly missing something. Just a taste of the Bengali lip- smackers is sure to make a
tough man tumble.

The city Kolkata as always known for being the culture capital is also famous for its dishes. Thereâ€™s
hardly anyone who had visited Kolkata but forgot to praise the taste of its dishes. Whether it is home-
made one or the street foods or the dishes of the restaurants, all are tasty and loved by people. The
street food vendors have handsome income to serve them. If you are new in Kolkata and yet to
taste the Bengali dishes just hop in any Budget Restaurants in south Kolkata and order few plates of
the Bengali delightful dishes. They are surely going to be a foodieâ€™s delight.
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been a well-known critic of Chinese and Continental food joints in Kolkata for years. In order to
know more about a Budget Restaurants in south Kolkata and a caterers in Kolkata, please visit: a
http://www.utsavrestaurant.org/.
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